LoveAdInfinitum (#5-2021)
#loveadinfinitumjohnbead #loveadinfinitumntaj

[Let’s make lots of Loves and connect ‘em all together to form a rainbow of aluminum wire amazingness! This project will teach you a
quick wire lettering technique [with the right pattern] and how to translate word elements into a stable linked necklace! Use all the
colors to ring your neck or pick your fave for a single profession of the sentiment! And don’t forget to dot your O’s with stunning Preciosa
crystal ‘cause there’s nothing like a little glimmer to make a girl feel special!]

4&7 Feb 2021
Link:#LoveAdInfinitum

Materials

Tools

-Aluminum Wire, 18g., [SKU 74720002-__];
-Aluminum Wire, 12g., [SKU 74720001-__];
Color
Code

Turquoise
07

Red
15

Orange
10

Fuchsia
13

Green Apple
05

Royal Blue
08

-Preciosa Crystal, 8mm Round, Hematite Halfcoated
[SKU 63241200-17]

Purple Lilac
11
12

-John Bead Pro Line Pliers/Cutter Set [SKU 74527341]
-Round nose [SKU 74527301]
-Chain nose [SKU 74527300]
-Side-cutter [SKU 74527320]
-Nylon Jaw Pliers [SKU 74527322]
-Needle file/Wire Rounder
-Metal Complex Hammer, nylon [SKU 74529456]
-Metal Complex Bench-block, 4” [SKU 74529401]
-LoveAdInfinitum pattern, [Hand Tool version @ Bead Projects & PDF’s from
John Bead Facebook group] or [Jig version @ www.BrendaSchweder.Etsy.com]
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LoveAdInfinitum (#5-2021)
Directions

#loveadinfinitumjohnbead #loveadinfinitumntaj

Form the Love Elements
1. Cut one 10” length of 18g. wire in each color.
2. Lay the LoveAdInfinitum pattern down and form each letter of the word by following the lines of the Bit-O-Love Setup, bending and looping as you go.
3. Cut where indicated and round each end of each length with a needle file or wire rounder.
4. Flatten and harden the element with a nylon hammer and bench-block. [Note: Be gentle when pounding the wire intersections.]

Adorn the Love Elements
1. Cut one 1 ¼” length of 18g. wire in each color.
2. Form a small plain loop to one end and load a single crystal onto the wire.
3. Bend the wire tail down against the bead and trim to 3/8”.
4. Form a second plain loop with the remaining tail wire.
5. Orient the loops so that they are parallel to each other on either side of the bead.
6. Open and close each loop around the frame of the “O” at the 2 and 7 o’clock positions. [Note that the 7 o’clock position should capture both wires.]

Form the RockABye CradleLinks
1. Cut one 7” length of 12g. wire in each color.
2. Lay the RockaBye CradleLink pattern down and form each link by following the lines of the Large CradleLink Setup bending and looping as you go.
3. Cut where indicated and round each end of each length with a needle file or wire rounder.
4. Flatten and harden the element with a nylon hammer and bench-block.

Attach the Love Elements to the CradleLinks
1. Cut one 7” length of 18g. wire in each color.
2. Center and hold the Love element atop the CradleLink of the same color in your right hand and add-in all but two inches of the binding wire.
3. With your left hand, wrap tightly twice around the CradleLink only just to the left of the Love element.
4. Then, continue wrapping to the right, around and through the bottom loop of the L; twice more to the CradleLink [only skipping past the “O” and
toward the “V”]; once around the bottom of the “V”; once around the bottom of the “E” and twice just past the word.
5. Trim the ends close and tighten the binding wire around the link, burnishing the ends so as to prevent snagging or lifting.
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LoveAdInfinitum (#5-2021)
Directions

#loveadinfinitumjohnbead #loveadinfinitumntaj

Form the JumpRings
1. Cut a 1” length of each color of 12g. wire (or simply work off the coil).
2. Form a single jump ring by wrapping the wire length around the largest part of a round nosed pliers to form a ring [you’ll want about an ¼” inner
diameter], overlapping the ends. Continue to form all seven.
3. Cut each jump ring where it intersects with a semi-flush cutter.
4. File to form butted ends, if necessary.
5. Hammer each to harden and slightly flatten.

Assemble the Necklace [Note: This necklace is claspless.]
1. Arrange the links in a circle in the Roy G. Biv rainbow order [or as desired].
2. Open and close a single jump-ring around two adjacent link loops, making sure the links all read and are oriented correctly. [Note: I used the same
color jump-ring as the link to the left.]
3. Continue until all the links are connected and the last link connects to the first.
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